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ABSTRACT

Band structure of superlattice with £-like potential has been calculated taking into
account interaction of carriers of different kinds. Superlattices of semiconductors with
degenerated valence band and zero-gap semiconductors have been considered. For the
latter semi metal-semi con due tor transition has been obtained.
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Looking through works done in the past few years one can observe continuous interest
in the quantum wells and superlattices made of narrow-gap and zero-gap semiconduc-
tors. Theoretical works in this field usually are based on three methods: pseudopotential
method [1], tight-binding method [2], and method of envelope functions [3]. There are also
works which combine the above methods [4]. The method of envelopes is distinguished
by its simplicity and allows to analyse results in full. But, even in this case the boundary
conditions complicate analytical solution if several bands are taken into account simulta-
neously. That is why in most of the papers separate bands are considered. This results in
the elimination of the interaction between bands, which could give transformation of the
carriers under reflection from interfaces. In this sense the recently published paper [3] is
worth of special interest.

In the present paper analytical expression for valence band structure of superlattice is
derived, taking into account interaction between light and heavy holes. This interaction
leads to transformation of the carriers while moving in layer plane. The model is also
applicable to consideration of interaction of electrons and heavy holes in superlattices on
zero-gap semiconductor. Interaction of carriers of different kinds results in existence of
interface states and semiconductor-semimetal transition of superlattice as a whole system,
and cannot be neglected.

In this work we consider a superlattice in which superlattice potential has the form of
Dirac comb:

Yo6(=-md) (1)

where m = ±0, ±1 , ±2,...; d is the period of the superlattice, and Vo is potential strength.
Stated this way, the problem is reduced to consideration of superlattices in which layers

of one type have width d, while the other type is represented by a ^-function potential
(1) corresponding to a monolayer [5]. Though it is a simple model, but, due to clear
analytical solution, it is convenient for qualitative analysis in wide region of parameters
and also it gives qualitatively adequate description which is in agreement with results of
numerical calculations performed by other methods. This model is also convenient for
taking into account the effect of different fields on the energy spectrum of charge carriers
in such structures.

Let us consider superlattice on a semiconductor of GaAs-type with degenerated valence
band. We will assume the layers of the second component to be infinitely thin, and
therefore ignore its band structure and describe it by the only parameter VQ.

Let us assume that the spectrum of the carriers is described by Luttinger's Hamiltonian
[6]:
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where

F = {A + B/2)k2 + {A - B)q2, G = {A- B/2)k2 + (A + B)q2

H = -Dk.q, J = - V / 3 # A Y / / 2 , k = kx, q = it.,,



\ and B are constants of the spectrum, z-axis is directed perpendicularly to the layers, and
x-axis - along carriers' movement. We solve the problem in an isotropic approximation,
so we set

D1 = ?>B2. (3)

The potential (1) does not lift degeneracy in (2) related to the reversal of time. So, by
well-known transformation [7] the Hamiltonian (2) can be presented in a quasi-diagonal
form with two equivalent blocks:

F -H + i.
-H-U G

Let us choose the wave function in the following form:

.7 = 1 .2

where

are eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian (4); Aj and B} are constants,

qj = y/2mjE/h*-k*, (7)

j = 1,2 correspond to heavy and light holes,

rn^l = 2{A T B)/h2

The function (5) in superlattice must satisfy the requirement of periodicity:

V{3 + d) = V(z)expiQd. (8)

where Q is the wave vector of superlattice, —ir/d < Q < ir/d. Two boundary conditions
are used to determine coefficients in (5). One of them is the condition of continuity of
the wave function at the interface. The second condition can be obtained by integrating
Schrodinger equation in the vicinity of the interface. These conditions result in a set of
four homogeneous equations. Equating its determinant to zero, one obtains an expression
defining the spectrum of both kinds of carriers in the superlattice:
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Here,



f - 1 , , , , ,, , " '2 2mi VoAj = -[cosQd — cosf/jrt), p — , a = j —

The left part of the equation (9) at k — 0 describes independent quantization of light
and heavy holes, i.e. while moving along the axis of the superlattice carriers do not
interact. The right part of (9) is the result of interaction of the carriers of different kinds,
and differs from zero only at k ^ 0.

Let us consider (9) for the band center and band edge. Setting Q = 0 and Q = irjd
correspondingly, one can rewrite the dispersion equation in the following form:

C, = - ( C 2 / + ^ ) ± (10)

~ - - ) + A(^p - 4)

where

Two signs in (10) correspond to states with even and odd parity. This equation allows
to trace the parity character of mini-band even at k ^ 0. Two signs in (11) correspond
to Q = 0 and Q = x/d.

Setting A —+ oo at Q = 0 in (10), which corresponds to single semiconductor layer of
width d with infinitely high barriers, one can obtain thin-film states:

cot(qid/2) = cot(q2d/2)(-f ± v7 2 - 1) (12)

This equation is identical to the main formula of [8].
In the equation (10) both Vo and (3 may have positive or negative values (/? is negative,

if we consider electron and hole states in superlattice on zero-gap semiconductor of HgTe-
type). Various combinations of their signs give us four different cases. Let us consider all
these cases.

1. ft > 0, Vo > 0. In this case quantum wells between neighboring ^-layers will be
attractive for both kinds of the carriers - light and heavy holes. All minibands calculated
from (10) axe inside wells (Fig.la). The curves E} — h&ks j'2m.{ divide the (E; fc)-plane
into three areas. In the area I both q\ and q2 are real, in the area II q\ is real and q<±
is imaginary, and in the area [II both q\ and f/2 are imaginary. Calculations were made
for the following values of the parameters: fl = 0.067, d — 150A, Vo = 1.2 x 10~8eV/cm,
mi = 0.4mo, mo is free election mass.

It is worth to note that the comparison of the Fig.la, with correspondent ones in [3],
[4] does not show qualitative difference in spite of initial restriction of the problem.

2. /? < 0, Vo > 0. This case corresponds to superlattice with zero-gap component,
^-potential presents barriers for holes and wells for electrons. All electronic minibands
except one lie above quantum wells. The only miniband (51) lying inside 6-well moves
lower with increasing Vo. At Vo —• oo the 51- miniband dissapears, and the rest of
minibands at Q — 0 turn to thin-film states. At Q = 0 the dispersion curve coming
from hhl- miniband (Fig.lb) lias electronic diameter, and at kd >• 1 describes interface



states. Corresponding wave functions have their maxima at each <5-layer and decay inside
finite-width layers.

In [3] it has been shown that, with change of layers width the 51- miniband moves and
can get higher or lowei thai* any hole miniband. In this casec the upper of the minibands
has electronic character and describes surface states. This reasoning is correct also for
our case. The same movement of minibands can be obtained by changing Vo. But in the
frame of our model 51 is lower than hhl for any small value of Vg because of zero width
of £-layers.

At the edge of Brillouin zone (at Qd — w), contrary to the center (Qd = 0), 51 is
electronic, and hhl - hole-type. The system in whole is semimetallic. With increasing
strength of potential the 51 moves down. At certain value of Vo the 51 gets lower than
hhl. Beginning with this value of Vo, the 51 is hole-type, and hhl - electronic; the
superlattice turns to semiconducting system, the width of gap in which depends on the
strength of ^-potential.

3. 0 > 0, Vo < 0. At this choice of signs the potential in ^-layers is attractive for
holes. As a result, there are two minibands inside (5-wells, Ihl and hhl, corresponding
to light and heavy holes. All the rest minibands lie above potential wells (Fig.lc). It is
obvious that with decreasing of absolute value of potential strength minibands are pushed
out of the well. So, at k = 0 the edge (Q = x/d) of the Ihl- miniband goes out of the
well at | Vo |< Vg = j ^ , and the edge of the hhl-miniband - at | Vo \< /3V£. If these
minibands are inside <5-wells, corresponding .states at k ^ 0 have interface character, and
their wave functions have maxima at each £-layer. As for the center of Brillouin zone, the
states correspondent to Ihl- and hhl- minibands have interface character at any values of

Vo.
At k ~ 0 and | q3d | » I the energy of these states depends on Vo as

m, _tV2
tl~ -2 ( h }

and does not depend on d. Therefore, with changing Vo the distance between these states
also changes:

It is seen from Fig.lc that inerface hole states exist outside of potential well.
4. 0 < 0, Vo < 0. The last situation corresponds to superlattice consisting of

the layers of zero-gap semiconductor divided by ^-layers presenting potential barriers
for electrons and potential wells for holes. In this case electronic minibands are inside
potential wells with 6-like walls. All hole minibands except hhl lie above <5-wells.

The band structure of such system is shown on Fig. Id. In the center of Brillouin zone
hhl is electronic, and 51 - hole-type, and at the edge of Brillouin zone hhl is hole-type,
and 51 - electronic. The system in whole is semimetallic. At kd > 7r there are two bands
of localized hole states. One of them originates from 51 at Q — 0, and the other - from
hhl at Q = it/d. One must note that at kd > 1 interface hole states exist above 6-well.

In conclusion, we considered valence band of superlattice with 6- like potential, taking
into account interaction between light and heavy holes. The same approach is applicable
for electrons and holes in superlattice on zero-gap semiconductor. Interaction of charge



carriers of different kinds results in their transformation into each other, as well as in
existence of interface states, the wave function of which has maxima at each <$-layer. It
has been shown also that at certain values of superlattice parameters irerface states can
exist outside quantum wells. Due to its simplicity the model can be used for calculating
the effect of different fields on carriers spectra.
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Fig.l Minibands of heavy and light holes (a,c) and electrons and holes (b,d) in
superlattice. Dashed curves show the boundaries of region.s I, II, and III. Following values
of parameters were used: 0 = 0.067, d = 150A, | Vo |= 1.2 x lQ~8eVcm, nn = 0.4mo.
(a) /5 > 0, Vg > 0, (b) f3 < 0, Ko > 0, (c) /? > 0, Vo < 0, (d) /? < 0, Vo < 0.




